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1. Which wife did Henry VIII uncharitably label 'The Flanders Mare’?

2. The severance of which body part belonging to British naval captain Robert
Jenkins led to a nine-year war with Spain in the eighteenth century?

3. What was the nineteenth-century Princess Alexandra of Bavaria convinced that
she swallowed as a child?

4. Who described Britain as a nation of shopkeepers?

5. How did Tsar Ivan the Terrible of Russia, the blood-thirsty 'Butcher of Novgorod'
die?

6. Who once said 'Trying is the first step towards failure’?

7. True or False? Catherine the Great of Russia was so angry when she found
dandruff on her collar that she imprisoned her hairdresser in an iron cage for
three years?

8. What was the name of the botched invasion of Cuba in 1961 by a CIA-sponsored
paramilitary group that heightened World tension?

9. Louis XIV of France reportedly owned more than 1,000 what?

10.The Great Fire of London in 1666 started in a bakery located on which street?



Answers

1. Which wife did Henry VIII uncharitably label 'The Flanders Mare’?

2. The severance of which body part belonging to British naval captain Robert
Jenkins led to a nine-year war with Spain in the eighteenth century?

3. What was the nineteenth-century Princess Alexandra of Bavaria convinced that
she swallowed as a child?

4. Who described Britain as a nation of shopkeepers?

5. How did Tsar Ivan the Terrible of Russia, the blood-thirsty 'Butcher of Novgorod'
die?

6. Who once said 'Trying is the first step towards failure’?

7. True or False? Catherine the Great of Russia was so angry when she found
dandruff on her collar that she imprisoned her hairdresser in an iron cage for
three years?

8. What was the name of the botched invasion of Cuba in 1961 by a CIA-sponsored
paramilitary group that heightened World tension?

9. Louis XIV of France reportedly owned more than 1,000 what?

10.The Great Fire of London in 1666 started in a bakery located on which street?
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Anne of Cleves

Ear

Grand Piano made from glass

Napoleon Bonaparte

Playing Chess

Homer Simpson

True

Bay of Pigs

Wigs

Pudding Lane


